
Webcam Dinner with a Brussels Nun 
by MARGENTO 
 

“I woke up with a pop 

corn stuck between my butts, 

leftovers from the feast last night 
in bed,” I said, and she laughed 

 

shyly, but laugh she did a while… 
Then, suddenly, the penny 

drops we have already crossed 

all lines, so she gets cocky: “I didn’t…!” 
 

(Have passers-by contemplated us 

naked, I wondered, sprawled on the bed, 

since one could see through the front window 
to the back window?  We got from La Cambre to our chambre//  directly, last night, drunk and 

ex/ cited, and now we track down on/ google maps where we’ve been—it auto/ matically focuses on the 

stat//  UE below, hidden on the mem[Hom]/ aureole dedicated to the battle of An/ verse – Yser, 
protruding like a clit/ o[si]Ris, stalwart of the park//  still badly bent and unpro/ faned 

by youserz from all walks/ of life at locked links & on pflat/ forms, till veering off into a vir  

 
US trail…) “Only because I kissed 

it out while you were sleeping…” 

I mumble.  She did cross all lines, but only on 

line, then… 
     She blushes… 

   and suddenly
1
 

 
screams: “Hey, what happened, is this blood?” 

“Naaaw, I’m no Dracula of the mons pub 

i(bi)s!  I just surfed and learnt I should wash 

such dinner down with wine.” 
 

                                                
1 As part of the Graph Poem project, http://artsites.uottawa.ca/margento/en/the-graph-poem/, me and Blair Robert 

Drummond have written a code that analyzes the syntactical feature of poems and their line and stanza-related 

anatomy (syntactical map of line and stanza breaks, enjambments, etc.), and then started running it on our own 

poems besides the other North American and world poetry corpora.  This particular one came out as 

NumStanzas="8" NumLines="30" NumSentences="6" NumEnjambedLines="27", the most rugged stanza appearing 

to be the penultimate one—Stanza number="6" closedbegin="false" closedend="false" NumLines="6" NumSentences="1" 

NumEnjambed="6" 1. Linebreak head="VP" leftSibling="VBD" rightSibling="NP" punctuation="" 2. Linebreak head="VP" leftSibling="VBG" 

rightSibling="S" punctuation="" 3. Linebreak head="PP" leftSibling="IN" rightSibling="NP" punctuation="" 4. Linebreak head="S" 

leftSibling="RB" rightSibling="S" punctuation=";" 5. Linebreak head="VP" leftSibling="VBZ" rightSibling="CC" punctuation="" 6. Linebreak 

head="VP" leftSibling="RB" rightSibling="NP" punctuation="", but that is also due to the fact that the machine read the stanza’s 

last 3-tiered line as 3 different lines; after we correct that (how?) we (we who, we the [RO]bots) will connect the 

poem to others in the graph sharing similar syntactical and stanzaic counts.  Other features involved in the 

automated generation of this world poetry graph include subject 
(http://artsites.uottawa.ca/margento/en/2015/02/18/2-poetry-computational-analysis-paper-accepted-to-flairs-

conference/), diction, and form (meter, sonic features, and verse forms).  The next step (when?) will be using GIS 

(geographical information system) apps and other open source and/or new programs of ours to generate a live world 

poetry map (where?). 

 

http://artsites.uottawa.ca/margento/en/the-graph-poem/
http://artsites.uottawa.ca/margento/en/2015/02/18/2-poetry-computational-analysis-paper-accepted-to-flairs-conference/
http://artsites.uottawa.ca/margento/en/2015/02/18/2-poetry-computational-analysis-paper-accepted-to-flairs-conference/


7-11=3, no audience rooftop concert 
(a polymedia project) 

by MARGENTO 

 

Endangered bugs have meanwhile resurf 

aced on the soundtrack of our concert 
on the rooftop of the Romanian peasant 

museum, between songs—when the music’s over turn 

up the sound—that’s how we got to hear
2
 on our temp 

oral plate the flutter of monarchs adrift in the forest 

 

(of messages that are the message that is the medium and the media/ tion converging to the con/ version 
of Grigore

3
’s painting into verse,/ not docuverse yet dataverse within commun/ iverses crossed by tips, 

taps,/ and sexts, neither mass- nor multi-, just a string of poly/ glot polygons referring this/ fragment to 

the facebook page where/ we’re saving our face, true, but along with it the res/ ponse wave as well 

channeled into the remedy of re/ mediation radially reaching all con/ Xions when we dive into the crowd/ 
sourcing sea of voices and good viruses/ together drowning all twitter-chirps in humming light) 

 

hungry for metal neurons lulled by algo- 
rhithms of inter-(unconscious)-sected 

rhythms; but the thing is that when we cut 

the antennae’s vibe off one of the tracks, we lost— 
along with the running dry Ocean 

of America
4
 leaked onto the other platforms—the voice, 

Maria’s
5
, sounding like a thirsty sea gull…  And here we are now, a branch 

of our own database, hacked; and meanwhile fully shared. 
 

 

-- 
 
MARGENTO (Chris Tănăsescu) is a Romanian poet, performer, and translator who has performed, lectured, and 

released books in the US, SE Asia, Australia, and Europe. His pen-name is also the name of his multimedia cross-

artform band that won a number of major awards including the Romanian Gold Disc in 2008 and The Fringiest 

Event Award, Buxton Fringe, UK, 2005. As recent recipient of a SSHRC (Social Sciences and Humanities Research 

Council) grant he will continue to develop his Graph Poem project and other related graph theory and computational 

applications in poetry at an academic level as an Adjunct Professor in the Computer Science Department at 

University of Ottawa—together with Prof. Diana Inkpen and her students—a project that will involve many other 

poets and academics in North America and worldwide. MARGENTO is Asymptote Romania Editor-at-Large. 

 

                                                
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrkJI9Ga6Lg or search for “7 – 11 = 3, no audience rooftop concert” on 
youtube 
3 Grigore Negrescu, http://christanasescu.blogspot.ca/2015/04/grigore-negrescu-margento-self-portrait.html or 

google search margento self-portrait & work site 
4 Ocean of America, Inc.; http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ocean_Software 
5 Maria Răducanu, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XAuHLEP2fmY 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XAuHLEP2fmY

